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Introduction 

Student mobility programs have now become very popular amongst the international 

student community. Students from secondary school and universities travel to study 

in one of their partner institutions abroad. These student exchange programmes 

were introduced with an intention to increase the understanding and tolerance 

towards other cultures among the students. Nowadays it is quite common for 

students to attend short-term intensive programs, where students spend time 

learning mostly about the host country, their culture, language etc. Their stay last 

from weeks to months. In the long-term programs, students spend one or two 

semesters at their partner institute in a foreign country participating in the host 

university study programs, taking lessons, completing courses, and sometimes 

even degrees in an area of a selected profession. These exchange programmes 

provide free movement and education exchange between universities and 

institutions for eligible students. These help students to advance their language 

skills and enable them to study and work in an international sphere. According to 

the information on Erasmus program website, more than 5000 institutions from 37 

countries take part in this Erasmus program, where 6 million students have been 

benefited since its inception in 1987.  

 

The main subject of study for this thesis is a particular institution participating in the 

Erasmus program from Czech Republic – Škoda Auto University (SAVS), Mladá 

Boleslav. The study aims to find out how well the students travelling from different 

parts of the world for the purpose of study adapt to the local conditions. The thesis 

intends to find out how easy or how difficult it is for the students to get acclimatized 

to the new environment, including life and study, and to identfify various factors, 

which influences their adaptation process, in order to propose recommendations for 

the international and study department to help future arriving students foster 

adaptation to the life and study in Mladá Boleslav and the Czech Republic. 

 

It is highly predicted that adaptation processes for many students can be quite hard. 

Given the fact, the local culture in Czech Republic is unique for many of them coming 

from very different cultural backgrounds; factors that adds to the uniqueness are 

language, food, religion, rules, regulations, standards and climate. These factors 
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may have a significant impact in the adaptation process during their stay in Czech 

Republic. Students travelling to Czech Republic may experience various incidents 

influenced by local behaviors, which may possibly have a positive or negative impact 

on their adaptation process and may influence their approaches, perceptions and 

behavior in the future. Those kinds of incidents are known as critical incidents and 

are an important factor in the student self-advancement. Critical incident technique 

(CIT) was used for the purpose of collecting data related to critical incidents faced 

by student during their stay in Czech Republic. Data collection was conducted in the 

form of personal interviews and feedback forms, following which the collected data 

was categorized according to the commonalities and patterns that exist in them. 

Observed patterns and clusters were justified with concepts from culture theories 

developed by culture experts.  

 

This research is divided into two parts, a theoretical part followed by a practical part. 

Under the theoretical part, in the first chapter there will be a brief introduction to 

Culture - Diversity, Culture shock, Intercultural communication and competence. 

These factors play a major role in deciding the students’ cultural adaptation process 

to become a successful venture. Culture theories are also discussed here which 

would be later used as a reference in theoretical part. The second chapter deals 

with the Critical incident technique (CIT). The practical part begins with the third 

chapter which deals with data analysis. In the fourth chapter, after closely studying 

the students’ overall study experience at SAVS with the help of CIT, outcomes will 

be recommended to the international office with proposals to help them improve the 

adaptation process of international students.  

 

The proposals will help students from various culture and social groups to easily 

adapt to the Czech culture so that all they take back with them to their homes are 

good memories and pleasant experiences. 
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1 Cultural adaptation 

According to Akli, student exchange programs should be recognized as the center 

of cultural diplomacy as they can establish intercultural dialogue (2012, pg. 32).  

People from different walks of life come together to share their knowledge and 

experiences and benefit from each other. For some students their experience may 

be rewarding and they find it as a beguiling experience, they may be easily 

acquainted to the new and vibrant environment. The adaptation process for these 

type of students is uncomplicated. They get easily adapted to the local conditions 

and they would not find it difficult to understand the local culture, in fact they would 

find the commonalties with their home culture and host culture soon after their 

arrival. It is not always a pleasant experience for the other group of students visiting 

a foreign country for the first time, they do not tend it fit in the new ecosystem very 

easily where most of the participating students have different cultural background 

and brought up in a different environment. This may lead to clash of ideas and yields 

negative results and the chances are most likely that these students may change 

their overall perception towards other nationalities.  

 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the various aspects that might influence 

the students’ adaptation process - such as cultural diversity, communication and 

competence. In addition, how these aspects acts as a mutant for the students who 

already feels comfortable with the host culture and for the other students who finds 

it to be complicated.  

 

 

1.1 Culture 

 
Hofstede stated, “Culture is to a human collectivity what personality is to an 

individual. Culture is a collective mental programme” (1980, pg.21). Communities 

are build up with people having identical cultural characteristics. These cultural 

characteristics are defined by various influences including geographical, spiritual 

and agricultural considerations. From the very beginning, culture has played a major 

role in human evolution. Culture directly or indirectly influences human needs. 

Quoting from Christopher Earley an example for how things take different place in 
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different cultures is depicted as follows, At the Heathrow airport the HSBC bank has 

put an signboard advertisement with a picture of grasshopper that say “USA—Pest, 

China—Pet, Northern Thailand—Appetizer” this helps us to understand human 

needs are purely based on culture (2004).  

Certain cultures are built on a framework; the people of the respective culture are 

expected to follow this, which make them unique. On the other hand, these complex 

framework leads to confusions and misunderstandings when a new person from a 

different culture is introduced to this strata. Approaching any culture with a 

predefined and stereotypical mind-set is quite dangerous and may not be a fruitful 

experience for the guest and for the host as well. 

To give an outlook of how cultural differences can be quite an issue in cross cultural 

adaptation process, a comparison from the text “The Culture Map” by Erin Meyer is 

mentioned here where the author shares her experience with the Indian culture. 

Meyer states, at first the person from other culture visiting India may feel extremely 

uncomfortable and strange during his/her initial days of the stay. There are some 

behaviors of Indians, which are observed as extremely strange for the outsiders, 

one such behavior is the popular Indian signature half nod during a conversation. 

This habit of Indians is very peculiar and unique that most of the outsiders do not 

understand and after spending few more days, they will figure out that it means 

neither agreeing nor disagreeing and it is used to continue the conversation without 

expressing your response or agreement about the topic. Not to forget few other 

behaviors such as eating without a fork or a spoon, excluding beef from the diet, 

saying no thanks and sorry to the family members and the list goes on. Initially these 

behaviors might sound very strange for outsiders, once they open their mind and 

start to mingle with the locals to discover their culture and reasons behind their 

behaviors they will be able to understand them and they fell less strange about their 

behavior. During the later stages, they acknowledge the differences in cultures and 

they may even become advocates of the culture (2016, pg.29).   

Culture may directly denote as a set of behaviors or guide lines the human societies 

are clinged to and have been passed down generation after generation with 

changes made to them in order to easily adhere to them as time changes. 

Nevertheless, never in the history had our human species living across the planet 

experienced same culture in a particular period in two different sizeable area of land. 
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When looked from a broader angle the idea of culture is misleading, it all seems to 

be the same but when we try to have a closer look it is never the same. Basic 

software is designed with some framework to perform and control some specific 

actions. Cultures are set of collective programming for smooth operation of 

communities’ daily life that is specifically designed to suit the needs of their people 

spread across a defined land mass.  

Tom Freston quoted “Travel early and travel often. Live abroad, if you can. 

Understand cultures other than your own. As your understanding of other cultures 

increases, your understanding of yourself and your own culture will increase 

exponentially.” (Kirtland 2017, pg. 16), Understanding a culture is a key thing that 

enhances a student’s adaptation process. Understanding of a culture doesn’t 

necessarily mean only finding the similarities in cultures, but also to embrace the 

differences in them so the students will become tolerant to cultures different than 

their home culture. In the up coming sections, research will be pacing towards the 

differences across cultures in terms of diversity, cross cultural communication, 

culture shock and other dimensions of cultures. 

 

1.2 Cultural diversity 

Most of the cultures are not the same as they were few years before and it is obvious 

from the fact that there are not two cultures that exactly resembles each other. 

These differences in culture contribute towards cultural diversity. Thus, cultural 

diversity refers to, where people with different culture or ethnic groups co-exist with 

in a specific piece of land or in the whole planet. According to Kelli Green, 

globalization has paved way for few decades now, people from various culture now 

started studying and working together, which help organizations to avoid 

uncertainties since they have a work force from varied cultural background that 

allows them to view problems from a varied perspective (2002, pg. 1). 

According to The United Church of Canada published article in 2011, nowadays 

culture can be classified as multi-cultural, cross cultural, inter cultural and trans 

cultural models. In multicultural societies, people tend to live along with one another. 

In multiculturalism, the concept of dominance or majority do not exist. It includes 

people from distinct cultural groups with equal cultural status. With slight superficial 
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and polite social interactions, everything goes well within the multicultural society. 

Often celebrations take place without any deep learning. People are interested only 

in representation and there is no interest in learning from each other. 

Cross-cultural communities is another kind of cultural model. Here people go further 

beyond the multiculturalism and try to build a bridge between them where they can 

share, listen and learn from each other. There is a sense of contrast or comparison 

that still exist between them. Yet the differences are understood and acknowledged.  

The next type is intercultural model, communities has comprehensive mutuality, 

reciprocity, equality, freedom and diversity. The members of this community are 

keen in building relationships, interactions, mutual respect and equality. This helps 

the members of this society to have a deeper understanding when compared to the 

other models. There is an impact of other cultures in their lives, sometimes the 

members of this model get to know their culture better, and some change during the 

course and some learn the value of the community.  

The last model is transcultural model. Developing a new culture by combining 

elements of more than one culture results in transcultural model. It is often 

represented by communities of people with global exposure. This state is dynamic 

and changes continuously through transformation or transition as a result of 

interactions and exchange. Here the relationship of power is based on language 

and history 

From the author’s personal experience with Erasmus students at SAVS , students 

come from countries like Russia, Italy, Finland, Portugal, Germany, Spain, Turkey, 

Slovakia, Austria, Belgium, Nigeria, Ghana, Pakistan, Lithuania etc. Most of the 

times the number of foreign students in the class is larger than local students and 

almost every one of them are from different countries. According to Taras, This is a 

good sign on cultural diversity existing in the classroom but if this has an adverse 

effect, the condition may become worse (2011, pg. 1). 

 

1.3 Inter-cultural communication 

Intercultural communication involves the sharing of information across different 

cultures and social groups, including individuals with different religious, social, 
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ethnic, and educational backgrounds. It seeks to understand the differences in how 

people from a variety of cultures act, communicate, and perceive the world around 

them. A group is said to be international not just because they represent different 

countries but also they represent different culture and they speak different language. 

Ludwig Wittgenstein said, for many of the people limit of the words in their language 

is the limit of their world, Martland (1975). 

While communication is the basic relationship established among the people, not 

everybody clearly understands others if they speak in their own language. Students 

try to communicate with each other in English regardless of different accent, slang 

and usage of words, which is influenced by their mother tongue. Some international 

students may not speak any language fluently other than their native language. In 

many European countries, English is not always the language of instruction at 

schools and colleges. Some of the students never had a chance to learn and 

practice English even at intermediate level at their schools or universities. 

Language is not always the only problem. The way student communicate with each 

other is important. According to Meyer, there are cultures that can be categorized 

as low context and high context cultures. In low context cultures, good 

communication is always about precision and clarity. Messages are repeated to 

make sure it has reached all the participants. Where as in high context culture a 

good communication is with nuances and layers. Reading the air or reading between 

the lines is very common in high context cultures. The key message is not always 

expressed directly but implied indirectly. Repetition is not advised, as it may be lead 

to misunderstandings, often people consider it as offensive. This high context 

culture tends to have a great history and people here adapt and learn to 

communicate with each other in high context. On the other hand, the countries with 

short history and the culture being dynamic tend to be on the low context side of the 

coin. Usually these  low context countries are said to be more diverse. The high 

context culture countries that are located near the low context ones have more 

cultural diversity than the ones on the extreme side. With this context Americans 

convey messages more explicitly and more outrageous when compared with the 

U.K- British (2016, pg.39). 

According to Rowney, non-verbal communications also play a vital role in the 

adaptation process. When these nonverbal communications are misunderstood, it 
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may lead to severe irreparable damage (2007, pg. 71). Often students 

misunderstand each other because of the different non-verbal communication 

concepts. Especially when it comes to nodding to convey yes or no is often not 

conveyed properly. Same in case of making hand gestures, touching others during 

a conversation, maintaining distance with others during a conversation can take 

totally a different meaning in different cultures. Interrupting others during a 

conversation may seem normal in some cultures while it is perceived as a rude 

behavior in other. 

Therefore, the inference of these communication methods signifies the importance 

of having a clear understanding about how cultures communicate. The perspective 

of students caused by a self-drawn reference line from one’s own culture causes 

drastic problems if not taken into consideration. While performing the study, 

attention to be payed looking for incidents experienced by students that are 

influenced by intercultural communiation. 

 

1.4 Inter-cultural competence 

Another main factor that influences the cultural adaptation process when speaking 

about intercultural communication is the intercultural competence. According to 

Deardorff, Intercultural competence is divided into three major components namely 

knowledge, skills and attitudes. It is supplemented by five values (2011, pg. 65) 

(1) Intercultural attitudes - people’s attitude towards other social groups 

(2) Knowledge - about social processes 

(3) Education - critical cultural awareness 

(4) Skills of interpreting and relating - ability to relate and interpret events from other 

cultures 

(5) Skills of discovery and interaction - ability to acquire new knowledge, real time 

communication / interaction, critical cultural awareness, level of knowledge 

about cultural studies 

These five values are interrelated and the cultural expert who framed a popular 

model called Byram’s Intercultural competence model says, “The basis of 

intercultural competence is in the attitudes of the person interacting with people of 

another culture.” It is the base for other four values to proceed further. It is important 
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to understand the attitude of the students towards other cultures. It is an integral 

part of the thesis to closely observe the cultural adaptation process and help the 

exchange programs to achieve their intentions of making students more 

understanding and tolerant towards other cultures. 

1.5 Culture shock  

Decoding culture shock has a greater importance. Culture shock is a phase where 

the people knowingly or unknowingly go through the certain stages mentioned below 

and if the students are not properly guided and educated throughout their stay, it will 

not be a pleasant experience for them. Oberg stated, “Culture shock is precipitated 

by the anxiety that results from losing all our familiar signs and symbols of social 

intercourse” (1960, pg. 142). It is primarily caused due to moving from one place to 

another suddenly. Culture shock is like a fierce sea, everybody will try to crossing 

but a very few make it to the other end and others fail by either sinking or struggling 

to find a way out and getting lost at the end. 

Human beings tend to react adversely if they are introduced to a very new 

environment they have never experienced before. It is a feeling of anxiety created 

after missing all familiar things around them which they were used to. There are 

certain behaviors that people visiting a foreign culture may find it difficult to 

understand, like greeting someone, leaving tips at the restaurants, accepting and 

refusing something, getting things done by subordinates/superiors, etc.  The strange 

feeling people experience after doing these basic and day-to-day actions are mainly 

due to the awareness level of the culture people are visiting. Always the strange 

feeling is followed by fear and frustration. This will lead to creating a negative 

impression about the host culture and this is called stage of rejection. Next comes 

regression where a group of people from a culture join together and try to find faults 

and complain about the host culture. Criticism on the host culture sometimes 

exceeds the limit, always performed without any clear analysis. Stereotyping the 

host culture without trying to understand the reasons that lie behind their behaviors 

is a serious problem with these people.  

1.5.1 Stages of culture shock 

Students may encounter different critical incidents (CI) in each stage of the cultural 

adaptation process. So having a clear understanding about the stages of cultural 
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adaptation is of high importance. According to the text by Black, J. Stewart, and 

Mark Mendenhall, cultural shock has four stages and follows a shape of U curve 

when tried to portray it in the form a graph, degree of adjustment takes the x-axis 

and time period takes the y-axis (1991, pg. 225-247).  

 

 

Fig.1 The U-Curve of cross-cultural adjustment 

Source:  The U-curve adjustment hypothesis revisited: a review and theoretical framework 

(1991, pg. 227) 

First stage – Incubation alias honeymoon stage. Person who is in the first 

stage may find few or more things to be interesting as he/she may not have seen 

or experienced things before in his or her own culture. People generally stay 

positive and curios. Few of them may even idealize the host culture 

 

Second Stage – Culture shock stage. The second stage advances with the 

interest towards the host culture developed during the first stage gradually 

decreases. Feeling of discontent, impatience, frustration and anger develops. 
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People start feeling they are incompetent. This is due to the transition between the 

old habits/methods from home culture to the host culture. 

 

Third Stage – Adjustment stage. People generally feel more relaxed and tries to 

find the sole purpose of their stay in the host culture. This stage is a result of 

developing a sense of understanding of the new culture. Psychological balance is 

attained in this stage. People get new directions and feels more familiar with the 

new environment.  

 

Fourth stage – Adaptation or Mastery stage. This is when people tend to find 

them more adapted and integrated to the new culture. A new sense of belonging is 

achieved. People realize the host culture has both bad and good things to offer. 

They approach the host culture in a more objective way to establish goals for 

living.  

 

According to Prakash Upadhyay, there is a one more condition of reverse culture 

shock arises when the students leave the host culture and go back to their home 

culture, where everything seems to be bit different and sometimes it will be hard to 

digest the fact that few things were better in their foreign culture (2018, pg. 113).                      

Even close inhabitants like friends and family will experience a lot of changes in 

the student’s behavior, who has got back home. It is because of the cultural 

adaptation process the student had gone through. 

 

Transition from one phase to another is not an easy task, the person has to approve 

and accept the changes so he can adapt to the local conditions and standards. 

However, this depends from person to person and the impacts they had due to the 

critical incidents they experienced during each phase. It will take some time to 

realize the facts by analyzing why it happened in the first place and what may be 

the reason and can it be avoided and preparing oneself to face this kind of situation 

in the future. Once the student has answers for these questions the transition 

process will be easier and the student finds it comfortable to be back to the pavilion. 
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Fig.2 Berry’s bi-dimensional model of acculturation for immigrants and ethno cultural 

minorities. 

Source: Social Markers of Integration: What matters most to Singaporeans? (2015, pg. 41) 

 

The transition rate and period depend on the individual and the incidents that shapes 

their adaptation process. According to Leong (2015, pg.39) “Acculturation refers to 

changes in attitudes and behaviors arising from first- hand contact with members 

from another ethno- cultural community”. John W. Berry first introduced this 

acculturation model in the field of social psychology. According to Berry’s point of 

view the people from foreign cultures has to balance two things at the same time to 

successfully overcome the hurdles in the cultural adaptation process, maintaining 

his or her own cultural heritage from home country and engaging with the members 

of the host culture. The individual may head in four different directions based on the 

different combinations of the two above-mentioned factors.  The four orientations of 

acculturation are Integration, Assimilation, Separation and Marginalization. Different 
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combinations of these orientation may take the student anywhere in one of the four 

quadrants in the figure below.  

Each quadrant represents a different facet and process of intercultural contact and 

outcome. The top right quadrant indicates that students have mastered to maintain 

both the cultural identity – heritage at the same time. They still want to maintain their 

link to their home culture and engage further in practicing the host culture. This 

approach is called integration. The top left quadrant indicates that students have 

decided to follow separation acculturation approach. The students who fall under 

this quadrant want to maintain their strong links to their home culture and have no 

interest or very little interest to learn and practice the host culture. They would stick 

together with other students of same ethno centric cultural background. The next 

quadrant is the one on the lower right side; the students who fall in this quadrant will 

try not maintain any contacts or ties to his or her home culture. This approach is 

assimilation. They actively try to build a rapport with the members of host culture 

and completely cutting of their ties to the home culture. The lower left quadrant 

represents the students who follow marginalization approach. They are neither 

interested to maintain their home cultural heritage nor they take any initiative to learn 

about the host culture.  

 

1.6 Culture theories 

Anthropology is a discipline of studies related to culture. Several anthropologists 

attempted to understand how culture and societies work. Anthropologist like Richard 

Lewis in his work developed the concept of classifying cultures as Linear active, 

Multi active and Reactive. Cultures are classified under these major groups based 

on the core values the cultures are based on. Those core values give characteristics 

to those cultures. This model was developed to help the managers by guiding them 

working and communicating across cultures. This model explains how the one’s 

culture affects his/her way of thinking and responding (1996, pg.52). 

Linear-actives — cultures classified under this section, the people have certain 

special characteristics that differentiate them from other cultures such as planning, 

scheduling, organizing, pursuing action chains, doing one thing at a time. European 
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cultures like German, Swiss falls in this group and U.S. also follows this cultural 

aspect. 

 

Multi-actives — cultures classified under this section, the people can multi-task, 

they plan their priorities based on importance and the thrill they experience from it 

and not based on a time schedule. Italian, Latin American and Arabic cultures fit in 

this group. 

 

Reactives — culture classified under this section, to these people being respectful 

and courteous are two main things they prioritize. They listen quietly and carefully 

to the person on the other side during a conversation. Cultures like Vietnamese, 

Japanese, Chinese and Korean are in this group. 

Lewis model would be used later in this research, in order to find out if there exists 

any relation between the national profiles and critical incidents. By doing so, the 

reason behind their action can be justified and it helps to find the solution to 

improvise the adaptation process for the future students 

 
 

Fig.3 The Lewis model 

Source:  Multicultural Adaptive Systems (2014, pg. 7) 
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Another well-known Dutch culture expert Geert Hofstede introduced a culture model 

known as six-dimension model. Geert Hofstede introduced a framework that is 

used widely in providing cross cultural communication training. He first developed 

this model by conducting a survey participated by employees of IBM working across 

the globe. Later the research was refined and more target groups were surveyed. 

From this research, he was able to find how the values in professional environment 

are influenced by national culture. According to Hofstede insights official website 

information, “The Hofstede model of national culture consists of six dimensions. The 

cultural dimensions represent independent preferences for one state of affairs over 

another that distinguish countries (rather than individuals) from each other”. The six 

dimensions are as follows, 

 

Power distance index — How power distribution works in a society is mainly 

defined here. If the power distance index score of a country is lower than the other, 

it is understood that the country that has the lower score has a close-knit working 

framework where the higher authorities work closely with their sub-ordinates. Unlike 

the country that has the higher score has a stronger sense of hierarchy 

Individualism vs collectivism — this dimension has a straightforward meaning, it 

compares cultures based on ones preference to have a loosely or closely-knit social 

framework. In individualistic society, individuals are expected to take care of 

themselves and their immediate families unlike in collectivistic societies; individuals 

can expect members outside their immediate family circle like relatives to take care 

of them in exchange for loyalty 

 

Masculinity vs femininity — this dimension compares national cultures based on 

how cultures prefers to achieve goals, either by being competitive or by being co-

operative. Competitive cultures are tough whereas the cultures with high femininity 

scores are tender 

 

Uncertainty avoidance index — this dimension compares cultures based on their 

perception of facing uncertainties. Some cultures want to have control over future 

and they do not feel comfortable in an environment without strong codes of beliefs 

and behavior in place, they follow very conventional and orthodox approach towards 

everything. These cultures score high in uncertainty avoidance index. The cultures 
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with low scores follow a laid-back approach. They value the practice more than the 

principle and they go along with the flow. They have a more relaxed attitude 

compared to countries with high uncertainty avoidance scores 

 

Long-term orientation vs short-term normative orientation — this dimension 

compares cultures based on how the cultures prioritize their past (tradition) amidst 

the challenges faced in the present and to be faced in the future. A culture is defined 

to have long-term orientation or short-term orientation based on how strong are their 

links to their past. The countries with low scores have strong affinity to honor their 

long-standing traditions and look modern changes with suspicion while the countries 

with high scores follows a pragmatic approach and they encourage modern efforts 

to propose changes for the future 

 

Indulgence vs restraint — this dimension compares culture based on their take on 

gratification. If the culture allows its members to enjoy life to the fullest and having 

fun, it is said to be indulgent. Restraint cultures suppress and regulates gratification 

with social norms. 

 

 
One additional theory to be discussed here is about the basic human needs with 

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, this might be useful in the data analysis part to find 

the right reason for the reaction from the students subjected to a critical incident. 

Geert Hofstede while discussing about the national culture in four-dimensional 

model, stated that his four dimensional model have relations to the fundamental 

problems faced by all of the human societies (1983, pg. 46). It is predicted that the 

critical incidents faced by students, influenced by sudden exposure to a new 

environment followed by the symptoms as explained in the culture shock theory may 

result in loss of hope in the adaptation process. They students should remain 

motivated for a pleasant experience. According to McLeod, in Maslow’s hierarchy 

of needs theory, Abraham Maslow proposed a five stage model consisting basic 

needs of a human being to stay motivated.  The five basic needs as stated by 

Maslow are psychological, safety, social, esteem and self-actualization (2007, pg.2).  
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Fig.4  Maslow’s hierarchy of needs 

Source: McLeod (2007, pg. 2) 

 

Biological and Physiological needs – access to essential things like food, water, 

air, place, warmth, rest, sleep, etc.   

Safety needs – factors that ensure safety of an individual like security, law, rules, 

freedom, stability, etc.  

Social Needs – factors gives the feeling of belongingness like friends, family, 

romantic relationship, etc. 

Esteem needs - factors that satisfies the esteem needs like self-respect, sense of 

achievement, status, etc. 

Self-Actualization needs – factors like personal potential realization, personal 

growth, experiences, self-satisfaction, etc.  

 

If the participants feel or experience that they have been deprived of these basic 

needs, they may possibly stop trying to adapt to the local environment and their 

venture abroad may not be a successful one. The Lewis model, Hofstede’s six-

dimension model and the Berry’s bi-dimensional acculturation model and Maslow’s 

hierarchy of needs to be used for tagging the responses collected from the students 

under certain categories in the data analysis section. This will be useful to find 
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answers to the question, why students felt or reacted in such a way they have 

described their experience during the response collection process. 

 

Throughout this chapter, the factors that plays pivotal roles in student’s cultural 

adaptation while visiting a foreign country during an exchange program is  discussed 

in a detailed manner. As discussed earlier in chapter 1, culture and its diversity has 

its own advantages and limitation during a student exchange program given that the 

other factors like Intercultural communication, Intercultural competence and culture 

shock makes things better or worse. The advantages of a multicultural group can 

be realized only through good communication and good communication requires a 

clear understanding of the other cultures, its rules and guidelines, beliefs, 

sentiments, art, rituals etc. In the next chapter, how critical incident technique (CIT) 

will help this research to find a solution to the problem statement mentioned in the 

introduction will be discussed in detail. 
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2 Critical incidents  

This thesis uses critical incidents as a method of data collection and analysis. 

Critical incidents are situations with a crucial significance to one’s future life, which 

they have encountered any time in the past. A critical incident is usually a revelatory 

moment, a turning point in their lives that remains in their memory with maximum 

details and for a long time. Critical incidents can be both positive (felt happy, proud, 

self-satisfied) and negative (felt annoyed, insulted, embarrassed, humiliated). It may 

be a problematic, confusing, and sometimes amusing situation. According to Sarah 

these are not some ordinary situations, which people normally tend to forget, these 

stay in their mind forever and has an impact on their future behavior or decision 

making (2008, pg. 7). In this chapter, more insights in the effects of critical incidents 

and the role they play during the stay of students in exchange program is provided, 

as well as operationalization and utilization of critical incident techniques for social 

research in general, and for research in intercultural domain in particular. 

2.1 Critical incident technique  

According to Butterfield, the usage of critical incident technique (CIT) can be traced 

back to 70 years ago, it was first used in Aviation Psychology Program of the United 

States Army Air Forces in World War II by Flanagan. CIT was also used in the field 

of psychology to study nurses role in providing treatment to rehabilitation patients, 

counselling, education and teaching, marketing, organizational learning, 

performance appraisals and in social works (2005, pg. 476). Initially CIT helped the 

air force to select and classify their air crews and also to identify the reasons for not 

learning to fly with 1000 eliminated candidates from training school as respondents. 

It was based on the analysis of the reports of elimination process done by the 

training school. It was found that the reasons stated by the instructors of the program 

to eliminate the candidates were nothing but clichés and stereotypes. On the other 

hand, they managed to find other significant causes of the problem. This study 

helped the air force in the future to frame guidelines for selecting pilots. Later the 

study was adhered to find the reasons behind failures of bombing missions. The 

technique was used by the American air force to identify the reason behind the 

failures during several other missions as well. 
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Flanagan describes the critical incident technique (CIT) as a set of procedures for 

collecting direct observations of human behavior that will help them to solve practical 

problems and develop broad psychological principles. 

CIT has been continuously used for over more than 50 years by several researchers 

in their work under similar names as follows: the critical incident technique, critical 

incident analysis, critical event technique, critical incidents technique, critical 

incident exercise, critical incidents, critical incident study technique, critical incident 

report and critical incident reflection. The fact is that all the studies previously 

mentioned were only the outgrowth of the study done by Flanagan. The usual 

practice is, description is set as per Flanagan overview of CIT and in the later parts 

the study is moved concentrated to a specific field like job analysis, General CIT 

and nursing etc. This technique has also got its limitation such as; it will be 

ineffective or less result yielding if the respondents were not providing valuable 

information. 

According to Butterfield, Flanagan conceptualized CIT into five different steps 

(2005, pg. 486):  

(1) Ascertaining the general aims of the activity being studied  

(2) Making plans and setting specifications  

(3) Collecting the data  

(4) Analyzing the data   

(5) Interpreting the data and reporting the results 

Ascertaining the general aims of the activity being studied: The first and 

foremost thing to be done is to identify the aim or objective of the student exchange 

program before stepping into other activities as it is very important to understand 

the basic purpose of the study and it is expected to address two important questions 

– the overall objective of the activity and the expected accomplishment of the person 

who is engaged in the activity. Flanagan always described the way to find the aim 

of the activity can be determined by asking experts in the area of study, also by 

reaching out to the workers who are involved in core fieldwork. Multiple enquiries to 

be made and the most repeated mentions to be sorted and expert opinion is to be 

asked to freeze the aim – objective.  
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Making plans and setting specifications: Talking about the limitations of the CIT, 

in this case the students may not understand have a clear understanding, may 

deviate from the scope of the research due to misconceptions. To get the most 

valuable information-input the person who is conducting this study must inform the 

participants with clear instruction and ensure all the participants are on the same 

level of understanding. Responsible persons who are conducting the study to be 

given clear overview of the plan and to be made sure that these persons are also 

given same - required set of instruction as well. 

Collecting the data: This step is involves collection of data by the experts either in 

the form of questionnaire handed to the respondents or gathering data from the 

experts, the important points they have in their minds about the study. Flanagan 

prefers the experts to collect data through individual interviews or focus groups, 

questionnaires and record forms. Flanagan made it clear that in a CIT study the 

sample size is determined by the number of critical incidents observed or reported 

and not determined by the number of participants, the incidents mentioned should 

cover the area of field of study.  

Analyzing the data: The most difficult and important part according to the field 

experts is analyzing the data as  there are being many incidents recorded it is difficult 

to go through all the recordings and classify it. There is actually no hard and fast 

rules to do this step. The main thing to be kept in mind is to categorize the recorded 

data in a useful manner and not compromising on the comprehensiveness, 

specificity and validity. The advised procedure is first to determine the frame of 

reference and then formulate the categories and finally determining the level of 

specificity. 

Interpreting the data and reporting the results: The last one in the pipeline is 

interpreting and reporting the recorded data. For effective interpretation and 

reporting the researchers must start by determining the decisions made and what 

specific observations were noted and how was the data collected and classified, 

according to the previous four steps. Usually the mistakes are not done during the 

study but on interpreting the analyzed data in the right method. Limitations and the 

nature of judgments to be made explicitly mentioned. This will help others to 

understand the credibility and trustworthiness of the performed study. 
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The CIT is a type of qualitative research with a very naturalistic approach to the 

subject. This implies that the researchers study things in a very natural setting trying 

to make sense or interpret it in the same way how people submit their responses. 

People responses are collected through individual interviews or through a recruited 

survey and most often a focus group is included in the agenda. 

CIT is a qualitative method where the problems are explored/ addressed and taken 

forward with a holistic approach with a thorough analysis. During initial days when 

qualitative studies are not popular researchers found very difficult to conduct the 

study. Now people are familiar with these kinds of studies and they are also aware 

of the importance of these studies. However, the researchers must be well aware of 

the study and techniques to successfully conduct the research otherwise the 

researchers would find it difficult to interpret or analyze the data. Researcher should 

be able to explain the difference between relevant and irrelevant responses. Focus 

should be on the critical incidents that either enhances or disturbs the aim of the 

activity or the program, responses are collected by personal interviews, telephone 

interviews and written questionnaire forms. Collected data should then be 

categorized and sorted with labels, these categorized data is then used to fulfil the 

expectations of the study. 

Even though the approach remains the same from the advent of this process this 

technique has been adapted to various fields and streams. CIT is mainly used as 

an analysis tool in intercultural communication, psychology, medicine, military and 

nursing; now it has evolved and used as an investigation tool in various industries. 

Using an evolved form of CIT is understandable as a necessity but many experts 

suggest that keeping CIT in its original form like how Flanagan envisioned is 

inevitable. It is equally important follow the tradition and maintains its consistency 

and credibility. This would help to strengthen the fact that CIT method is trustworthy 

and reliable. Consistency also implies standardization of terminologies and 

processes. It will be hard for any researcher to find so many terminologies related 

to a single technique if consistency is not maintained. 

This CIT is widely used in studies for more than five decades and it still holds good. 

By ensuring that these standardized procedures are followed strictly, this technique 

could be put in continual use in the future and In particular CIT can be used in 
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various cultural adaptation process to identify the key issues and propose proper 

solution based on the responses received.  

2.2 Critical incidents technique in study abroad and exchange 

programs 

CIT is widely used now days in education sector to enhance the cultural integration 

process of students from a foreign culture living in a host culture. From a similar 

research done by Philipsen in 1992, for an instance when a student from a particular 

culture let say Finnish culture visiting states and being hosted by an American 

family. Finns are occasionally stereotyped for their silence and shyness whereas 

the Americans has a different approach towards communication as Finns; they say 

lack of adequate communication is a sign of unhealthy and non-supportive 

relationship.  And in our case if the student is reserved and always finds time to be 

alone and relax in his/her room which is very normal in his/her culture, it may seem 

to the host that the student is either homesick or he/she doesn’t likes to be with 

them. And usually the host family would ask the student if there is any problem which 

would be a total surprise for the student. 

Butterfield mentioned there are numerous researches and studies related to cultural 

adaptation and using CIT as the major tool, conducted in the field of education & 

teaching (2005, pg. 481). CIT proves to be a flexible and versatile tool that can be 

used to improve the current standards, find efficient and effective alternatives, and 

identify the root cause and suggesting solution to rectify the issues. 

The cultural adaptation process for students is heavily influenced by above 

mentioned factors described under chapter 1 and in this chapter it is described, how 

the CIT is used to identify the most relevant influential factors by collecting 

responses from the students to know. This will help us to know how far they have 

coped up to the local conditions and also how to use these collected data by CIT to 

further develop the research and to find answers to the research questions 

mentioned during the introduction as the main objective of this diploma thesis. The 

results will also verify if the assumed hypothesis is right or wrong for this particular 

case.  
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3 Methodology 

The first part of this chapter provides information about the organization where the 

survey was conducted - SAVS and additional information about the activities in 

SAVS, the second part is devoted to the description of the study participants. 

3.1 Information about the organization 

Place of interest for this study is Škoda Auto Vysoká Škola (SAVS) situated in the 

heart of a humble Czech town - Mladá Boleslav. This institution was established in 

the year 2000 with primary focus on economics and management studies. This is 

one of its kind university, which is owned by one of the largest car manufacturers in 

the continental Europe, headquartered in Mladá Boleslav - SKODA AUTO a.s., one 

of the major concerns under the Volkswagen Group. The university offers nine 

courses in total. Four courses in the bachelor’s program, four courses in the follow-

on master’s program and a MBA program for professionals. It has collaborations 

with University of Applied Sciences Steyr, Austria for double degree program. 

Students can spend 5 semesters at their university and one semester at the partner 

university and likewise in master’s program students can spend 3 semesters at 

home and 1 semester at the partner university. 

Students during their bachelor’s program have to take part in mandatory internship 

for successful completion of the course. Students can spend a semester abroad 

with participating universities and institutions from Europe and Asia. Since 2005 

ŠKODA AUTO University has been a part of the Erasmus programme. The 

programme is part of the Lifelong Learning Programme of the European Union and 

focuses on the mobility and cooperation of higher education institutions in Europe. 

The programme also supports cooperation of higher education institutions with 

foreign companies. In 2007 Škoda Auto University received the Erasmus Extended 

University Charter. All study programs at Škoda Auto Vysoká Škola are accredited 

by Accreditation Council for Business Schools and Programs (ACBSP) 

Academic departments at ŠKODA AUTO VYSOKÁ ŠKOLA include Department of 

Languages and Intercultural Competences; Department of Logistics, Quality and 

Automotive Technology; Department of Economics and Law; Department of 

http://is.savs.cz/dok_server/slozka.pl?id=1679;download=6015;design=60;lang=en
http://is.savs.cz/dok_server/slozka.pl?id=1679;download=6015;design=60;lang=en
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Marketing and Management; Department of HR Management; Department of 

Informatics and Quantitative Method; and Department of Finance and Tax Law. 

Find below the table for more details about the institution 

 

Table 1. Details of the Institution 

Academic year 2017/2018 Number 

Number of students in bachelors study program 864 

Number of students in masters study program 204 

Number of unsuccessful students in bachelors study program 117 

Number of unsuccessful students in masters study program 31 

Number of students took mandatory internship 117 

Number of graduates in bachelors study program 146 

Number of graduates in masters study program 52 

Number of teaching staff in the university 114 

Number of accredited study programmes     9 (4+4+1*) 

Number of incoming students for semester abroad programs 24 

Source: Annual report 2017 

Role of international office 

The International Office of Škoda Auto Vysoká Škola is responsible for international 

activities and the development of international cooperation. International office is 

also responsible for coordinating semester abroad and internship abroad programs. 

They assist students from the application process until their arrival at Czech 

Republic. They also conduct various events and meetings where both local and 

foreign students can actively participate get to know about each other’s culture. 

 

Role of study affairs department 

Role of study department is to assist students and faculties with enrollments, 

registration and other study related affairs and activities.   

 

Mladá Boleslav 

Mladá Boleslav (Jungbunzlau in Deutsch) is a middle-sized town situated in the 

central bohemian region in Czech Republic. It has approximately 50,000 inhabitants 

and the town is on the left side of the banks of river Jizera. Mladá Boleslav is home 
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to lot of renaissance arts and architecture. This is one of the richest Czech town 

mainly due to the presence of car manufacturer ŠKODA AUTO. It has famous 

theatres, museums, parks, stadiums and other tourist attractions. It is referred as 

Jerusalem of Jizera by Jacob Bassevi von Treuenberg. Mladá Boleslav has its twin 

towns namely Dieburg - Germany, King’s Lynn – UK, Vantaa – Finland, Kolomna – 

Russia and Pezinok – Slovakia. Mladá Boleslav have its own football and ice hockey 

teams that participates in the national leagues 

 

 

3.2 Information about the participants 

Country of origin of participating students : Germany, Italy, Ghana, Nigeria, 

                                                                             Turkey, Russia, Austria,    

                                                                             Finland, Slovenia, Slovakia,  

                                                                             Bosnia-Herzegovina, Portugal 

Number of students in summer semester : 11 

Number of students in winter semester  : 13 

No of male students    : 13 

No of female students    : 11 

Major languages spoken by students  : English, German, Italian &       

  Russian 

Average age range of students   : 21 - 29 years  

Field of study of the students   : Business Administration, Sales  

         & Marketing, Finance,  

  Banking and Accounting,      

  Logistics 

 

Below is the national culture comparison by Geert Hofstede (Hofstede Insights), 

this six dimensional model compares the major nationalities of incoming students 

with Czech culture. This gives a brief overview of the differences in the national 

cultures.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacob_Bassevi
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Fig.5 Hofstede national culture comparison – Czech, German, Finnish, Russian 

Source: Geert Hofstede - Hofstede Insights (2018)  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6 Hofstede national culture comparison - Czech, German, Italian, Turkish 

Source: Geert Hofstede - Hofstede Insights (2018)  

Czech Republic Russia Finland Germany 

Czech Republic Turkey Germany Italy 

https://www.hofstede-insights.com/country-comparison
https://www.hofstede-insights.com/country-comparison
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Fig.7 Hofstede national culture comparison - Czech, Slovak, Austrian, Slovenian 

Source: Geert Hofstede - Hofstede Insights (2018)  

 

 

 

 

Fig.8 Hofstede national culture comparison - Czech, Portuguese, Ghanian, Nigeria 

Source: Geert Hofstede - Hofstede Insights (2018)  

 

Austria Slovenia Czech Republic Slovakia 

Czech Republic Portugal Ghana Nigeria 

https://www.hofstede-insights.com/country-comparison
https://www.hofstede-insights.com/country-comparison
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From the figures 5 - 8, the differences in cultures of participating students are shown. 

Areas where Czech culture shows more contrast than the participating cultures are 

power distance index – this may cause clashes in communication with the teachers, 

professors, non-teaching staff, etc. , uncertainty avoidance index – students may 

expect things to be in more orderly fashion or even they might feel  the standards 

here are more stringent in terms of uncertainity avoidance and individualism vs 

collectivism – this may yield to disruption in co-operation with peers, neighbors and 

colleagues. While performing the data analysis, attention to be payed for these 

details. 

3.3 Data collection 

There were multiple events aimed at fostering the international student adaptation 

organized by International office such as orientation program - to help the students 

getting adapted to the new environment, welcome dinner with buddy program 

participants, ŠKODA Museum and factory tour, tour to Prague & Liberec, pub quiz, 

ice hockey matches, international dinners, etc. where most of the students actively 

took part in. These events were used as a platform to establish initial connection 

with the students.  

 
The response sheet (annex no. 1) was distributed during the orientation program 

and responses were collected from the participating students for detailed studying. 

Questionnaire is formatted in a way that students are provided with a typical 

example for critical incidents faced by students on exchange programs and moving 

to explicit questions asking what, when, where, why, who and how the critical 

incident happened during their stay. After few weeks’ time from the orientation 

programme, students were asked to submit their responses for the questionnaire. 

This was also done electronically by a survey website tool. The link of the survey 

website is shared to the participants and the results are collected electronically. 

Personal interviews were conducted for few participants, important information from 

the interview was written down and later used in the data analysis. During the whole 

process, the students were met three times in each semester in regard of this topic. 
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The total number of responses for the questionnaire are 40. On average two 

incidents were mentioned by each respondent. 

 

Table 2.  Data collection methodology 

Data collection method No. of responses 

Questionnaire – response sheet 19 

Personal interviews 7 

Online survey  14 

Total 40 
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4 Analysis of collected critical incidents  

Collected data will be consolidated and commonalities in the data to be found and 

categorized them under major clusters. The main purpose behind collecting these 

responses are to learn from the critical incidents experienced by current participants, 

help the future students of the institution and help them have a better stay. 

 

4.1 Categorization of critical incidents 

The collected data for this study can be clustered in different categories based on 

reflection of the incident as explained by the student and possible reasons for the 

CI to take place. The categories are as follows; Language barriers, Religious views, 

Safety issues, Cultural norms (tipping, addressing people),Communication 

(Communication with teachers, Communication with the international office and 

study department) and Racism 

 

 

 

Fig.9 Critical incident categorization  
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Language barrier 
 
One student from Austria mentioned her experience as, “Me and my friend were in 

Prague, we didn’t had any coins to use the ticket vending machine so we headed to 

the ticket counter near the metro to get the tickets and there was a lady standing 

behind the counter who don’t speak English, she was saying something to us and 

we couldn’t understand a bit. We tried our best to understand her but nothing worked 

out. She started shouting at us and then the person standing next offered us help. 

He told us she need a change of two Czech Crowns, as she cannot give us the 

balance for the money we gave. However, the whole conversation wasn’t just about 

the change, which I was sure of. Later we asked the same person when we met him 

later in the tram why was she yelling at us for a simple issue and he told she was 

complaining about how the tourists are annoying, ignorant, without bringing exact 

change for their tickets, and not able to understand whatever she has to say. The 

person admitted that she was wrong and she should have never have used those 

words. He apologized for her ignorance.” 

 

One German student shared his experience during his internship at SKODA Auto, 

“People know I can’t speak or understand Czech, even though some of them were 

speaking in Czech during business meetings or workshops, it totally upsets me 

when I find myself lost in the conversation. People aren’t aware of their 

surroundings”  

 

Another incident faced by an Italian student where she felt helpless due to the 

language barrier, “I was travelling in a bus to a small town near Mladá Boleslav. A 

girl sitting beside me started to bleed from her nose. I did not understand the 

situation because everyone around me were speaking in Czech. I was so confused 

and I did not know what to do. I felt so anxious. I really wanted to help the girl but it 

was not possible for me because of the language barrier. This incident made me 

realize that I should learn the language to be able to communicate with people.” 

While this incident can also be categorized under self-realization according to 

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. 
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Religious views 
 
One Italian student shared his experience that he faced due to the difference in 

religious views, “We used to attend this lecture every week, the professor seems 

to be an easy going person, he handles the class in a very interesting way, one 

day we were doing an activity and he mentioned most of the Czechs are atheist 

and some even swear on religion, he turned to me and said he knows a Italian 

swearing which compares swine and the deity. I really felt very strange in that 

situation”  

 

One incident reported by a Bosnian student is “Me and other Bosnian students were 

invited for the international dinner. We decided not to go there because we are not 

used to eat pork. Then I received a call from one of the Erasmus student and he 

asked if we are coming as they are waiting for us to join them. I told him the reason 

for not joining sand he said it is not a problem and there are other items as well that 

does not have any traces of pork. At last we decided to go there and we really 

enjoyed the night”. Same incident was reported by a student from Turkey.  

 

Safety issues 

One of the students shared an incident about how he was tried to be tricked by two 

unknown strangers “Two random guys in a luxury car stopped in the middle of the 

road and called me for a help, they showed me a business card and said they are 

from Germany and they need money to refuel their car as their credit card is not 

working. They gave a fake gold ring and said they would like to exchange the fake 

gold ring for some money. I gave the ring back and fled from the scene.” The student 

mentioned that he was always reminded himself to be careful as he felt that this 

incident caused threat to his safety. 

 

Other student from Germany shared his experience “We were coming back from 

Prague from the main train station and then a guy appeared out of nowhere and 

started to talk towards us and then he suddenly started to shoot at the bushes with 

a gun he had with him. We ran away from the scene as quick as possible. We saw 

a patrol vehicle that went passed the scene and even after noticing what happened 

at the scene they didn’t care to stop.”  
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One of the students from Turkey had a bitter experience during her stay here, she 

shared her experience that she faced during her visit to a shopping center at Mladá 

Boleslav, “We were once doing our weekly grocery shopping at Kaufland and 

suddenly there were group of men in their late twenties surrounded us and started 

to shout in Czech. One of them took his mobile phone and started recording video. 

We were three girls from turkey and we did not understand them, neither of us speak 

Czech we were panicked and nobody standing near offered us help. Then we 

somehow managed to flee the scene. We never saw them again. We did not 

understand what made them agitated and made them behave like that. Since they 

can clearly see ourselves as foreigners, they just wanted to do things to frighten us.” 

 

Thus all three above mentioned incidents directly relate to the safety issues the 

students experienced during their stay in Czech Republic. This also proves the fact, 

for the students to stay focused factors like safety as explained in the Maslow’s 

hierarchy of needs plays a major role in the students’ adaptation process 

 

Cultural norms 

One of the student from Turkey shared her experience about a wedding she 

witnessed in the country during her stay. She mentioned “I witnessed a wedding 

that took place in Charles Bridge and I was shocked to see the number of people 

who attended the ceremony was not more than five including the bride and the 

groom” the wedding ceremony here is different from her culture and she expected 

it to be grand and filled with people. Main reason for this incident to happen is due 

to the differences in rituals performed across cultures. Ceremonies like wedding, 

birthdays, etc are celebrated in different manner. Some cultures take it seriously and 

follow the traditions as per the knowledge passed down to them from their 

ancestors, while others simply ignore the age old practices and follow things which 

seems to be more practical and economical to them.  According to the Hofstede  6-

D model (Fig. 6) comparing two countries Czech and Turkey, Czech culture 

emphasizes restraint character. Czechs do not spend their time and money in 

leisure as much as Turks do. This may also one of the reason behind the response 

registered by the student as a critical incident she faced during her stay in Czech 

Republic 
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Found below is the critical incident shared by a Russian student about his initial 

hesitation to address his Professor with the first name. “My Professor offered me to 

call him by his first name and also with out addressing any salutation; I couldn’t call 

him like how he wanted to call me, I remained calling him as Professor.”   According 

to Hofstede 6-D model (Fig 5), Czech culture is more egalitarian compared to 

Russian. Hierarchical cultures stresses on a fact that subordinates expect to be told 

what to do and the ideal boss is a benevolent autocrat. While in egalitarian culture 

the sense of authoritative leadership only comes into play, only if needed. Students 

must be informed on this so they don’t feel as the odd one out during their stay as 

a student or working as an intern during their stay. 

 

One incident shared by a student which was due to the lack of awareness about 

local way of leaving tips at restaurants, One of them said, “We were in a burger 

place for dinner. We went straight to the cash counter once we finished eating our 

dinner and started paying one by one. It was my turn, she gave me the bill and I 

handed over the money without saying anything. She asked me something in 

Czech, I did not understand anything so I nodded my head that put a huge smile on 

her face and she said a big thank you in Czech. I was still standing next to the cash 

counter to get my remaining balance and without handing my change back, she 

started addressing other people standing next on the line. I was confused and I 

asked for the change back. She was very confused as well. The person sitting next 

to us invited himself and offered help. He told us we have to say how much we would 

like to tip her when we are paying our bills. She thought the remaining change as 

her tip. The place where I come from we tip after the waitresses once she gives 

back the remaining balance.” 

 

One of the critical incident faced by a Italian student at the Czech post office is “My 

father had sent a parcel for me from Italy, I was expecting the parcel would come to 

my door step as my father paid for the premium services- option. The Czech post 

website didn’t had any tracking information about my parcel and one day there was 
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a receipt near the floor mat outside my apartment. I didn’t recognize it as it was 

slightly tampered and soiled. My friend got me that receipt saying it has my name 

on it. I was shocked to see how careless the post personals are. When I called the 

local post office they told they don’t know any details about a parcel in my name. 

Then I have to get my friends help to locate the parcel and it was somewhere in a 

depot far away from the town” 

 

One of the response shared by a Nigerian student from Italy is, “I felt really awkward 

after getting to know how Czech people are aware of their history and past events. 

They are good at remembering all the popular events, names, personals, that had 

happened over a century. I used to go lunch with my classmates and they start to 

share their detailed nation’s history whenever they are asked, where as I am sitting 

still with very limited knowledge of my nations past and history.”  This incident gave 

a self-realization to her about her knowledge about her country. This is a positive 

sign where the differences in cultural norms has helped a student to realize the fact 

that she needs to improve her knowledge in certain aspects. 

 

Communication barrier 

One incident shared by a German student encountered with a Czech faculty is, “I 

registered for an event that took place in university and the organizer saw me on the 

way to the event hall and she told me I am made it to the event on time and I replied 

her back in a funny way “Yes! I am German”. She took it seriously which I meant  

purely in a funny manner. She replied me back how my reply is relevant to her 

statement” This indicates the fact people take things seriously when their cultural 

identities are involved.  

 

One Incident as explained by an Italian student encountered during a conversation 

with his peers, “Once we were at a café with some Czech students and we ended 

up talking about cars in general, one of the guy told us there is a saying in Czech 

that all the cars that names start with F – FIAT and all French cars are inferior in 

terms of quality. It provoked my self-esteem when the students tried to make fun of 

a brand that symbolizes my nation’s pride. I decided to steer the topic away. I tried 

not to react and I did not show any interest in the topic so the people would 

understand. People should be aware of the consequences before they say anything. 
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I would never make this kind of mistake in my future stays abroad.” This student 

handled the situation in a matured way but it does end up always in a smooth 

manner. Clearly, communication barrier plays a major role in this situation and that 

explains why the student consider this instance as a critical incident.  

 

Above mentioned incidents can also be explained with the human basic need of 

self-esteem as explained in the Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, incidents like this may 

hinder the adaptation process if they ever feel their esteem is being threatened. 

 

One Turkish student while sharing her experience on how her attempt to make a 

conversation with her neighbor failed despite several genuine attempts made.” From 

the beginning, we are staying in an apartment and there is a family living next to us. 

We have seen them multiple times at their doors and we were always trying to 

have  a conversation with them  but the man and his wife in their late 40s would 

never try to talk to us. They use to nod their heads and start minding their business. 

They never cared to stop for 5 minutes and talk to us. It was the same till the end of 

our stay there.” This could be explained with Hofstede model of national culture, 

According to Hofstede 6-D model (fig. 6), Czechs try to stay in their close circle of 

immediate family and their friends. Czech culture has a high preference for a loosely 

knit social framework in which individuals are expected to take care of themselves 

and their immediate families only. Even though it mainly relates to the failure in 

communication with the neighbors, it also proves the Hofstede culture dimension of 

individualism vs collectivism.  

 

 
One Erasmus student from Germany was sharing his experience how he felt when 

he did not receive adequate status information about his application to study in 

SAVS for the winter semester. He felt that, international office kept waiting to inform 

the applicant about the acceptance of his application until the last moment or until 

the information is requested by the applicant himself. However, according Hofstede 

Czechs are more prepared to avoid uncertainties in their daily lives as well as in 

their professional lives. It is stated that countries exhibiting high Uncertainty 

Avoidance maintain rigid codes of belief and behavior and are intolerant of 

unorthodox behavior and ideas. In these cultures, there is an emotional need for 
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rules (even if the rules never seem to work); According to the Hofstede 6-D model 

(Fig. 5), this case of German student may be peculiar. He thinks it is always 

Germans who are punctual and follow the rules than any other culture around the 

world. Reality is Czech scores even higher than the Germans. Nevertheless, this 

can be justified by the Lewis model of reactive, multi-active and linear active 

classification. Germany sits exactly on the point of linear active classification 

whereas Czech sits between mullti-active and linear active points but only U.S is 

between the two national profiles. This means Germans have stronger  affinity to 

planning and scheduling than Czechs do. 

 

 

Racial differences 

There is one incident shared by student from Ghana which he experienced because 

of the racial difference, “I was sitting in the university cafeteria and eating my lunch. 

There were two female students inside the canteen, watching me the whole time I 

was inside the canteen. I totally understand that people react in a different way when 

the happen to see a person with darker skin complexion and different facial features 

but I felt total uncomfortable when people stare at me while I am eating”  

 

He also shared his experience when he was travelling to a nearby town called 

Semily where people asked him several strange questions like, “ I felt weird when 

people started to ask if had a house in my country and do I have a mobile phone 

and  even some of them wanted to touch me to feel what it is like to touch a black 

person’s skin.” 

 

Czech’s behavior towards foreigners 

A Turkish student experienced a critical incident during her trip to a Czech town of 

Karlovy Vary. “We went to Karlovy Vary in the Czech Republic with my friends. We 

saw a dog tied up outside when we was about to enter a museum. The weather was 

very cold and the dog was cold, she was shaking. So we tried to cover the dog with 

something warm to help and we started looking for the owner. In the meantime, we 

got the dog to make a sound so we can find the owner. About 5-10 minutes later, 

the owner of the dog came with his son with anger. At first he spoke Czech and then 

tried to speak English when he realized that we were foreigner .When he was 
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supposed to thank us, he just said the dog was used to the cold weather. And his 

little son was looking bad at us. We went from there as a shock, and after this 

incident, I realized that Czech people were rude and especially treated foreigners 

worse.” As per Hofstede culture comparison tool (Fig. 6), Czechs in general have 

strong individualistic character embedded in their culture. when offered help, locals 

may simply refuse it for the above mentioned reasons. 

 

An incident shared by a student from Italy, where students were discussing with the 

professor in Czech and few minutes later she found herself totally lost in the 

conversation. “I was attending a lecture with my friends from Erasmus group along 

with few Czech students. Suddenly one student raised a doubt in Czech language 

and the professor started to explain the student in Czech language. The whole 

conversation lasted about 5 minutes. I started feeling that my presence is neglected; 

I expected from the professor to convey me what the discussion is about, which 

unfortunately was not done by him.”   

 

 
One German student shared her experience which was the only positive response 

received in the whole study, “ I really like SAVS in terms of student – professor 

relationship, classroom ambience, examination patterns, modules, timetables, 

academic information system, tolerance and acceptance. These things are very 

different from Germany and I feel Czech Republic is progressive especially SAVS 

has a futuristic approach to teaching learning process. However, I feel the older 

generation is still more attached to their traditional way of doing and getting things 

done. It can be witnessed in shopping centers where the que is a mile long in the 

cash counter where the self-service kiosk is empty. I am also aware that, in Germany 

even the millennials are still considering to adapt cashless payment for their daily 

shopping. In that way Czech culture is pragmatic compared to German”. 

The Lewis model supports this fact. Czechs are flexible, pragmatic and more open 

to accept changes when compared with German profile. 
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Table 3. Critical incident categorization 

Critical incident categorization No. of incidents 

Language barrier 3 

Religious views 3 

Safety issues 3 

Cultural norms 5 

Communication barrier 4 

Racism 2 

Czech’s behavior towards foreigners 3 

Total 23 

 

 

From table 3, 23 out of 40 responses are categorized under the major clusters and 

remaining 17 incidents were found to have no relevance with the host culture. It is 

evident from the nature of the incidents shared, the students exhibit no sign of 

moving in any orientation as described in the Berry’s acculturation model. When 

each incident is examined closely, it proves that they are aware of the cultural 

differences and how its impacts their daily lives during their stay in Czech Republic. 

This may be due to the proper guidance provided by the international office during 

their course of students’ stay in Czech Republic. Students are also aware of the fact 

that their stay is significantly shorter and they eventually return to their homes with 

new experiences gained from this venture abroad, therefore not exhibiting any 

specific acculturation path. 

 

Like every other culture, Czech culture is different. Students should be made aware 

of the factors that cause the differences. They should be prepared and informed 

about the reality and potential incidents they may happen to face when they are in 

Czech Republic. In the next chapter it will be discussed about how to utilize the 

categorized data for drafting proposals that would benefit the international office and 

also the students on making the most out of their stay in Czech Republic. 
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5 Proposal for international office 

Expected outcome of the research is to propose the essential changes to be done 

to improve the current situation of adaptation process for foreign students visiting 

SAVS on Erasmus – student exchange programs. Proposal to be drafted with critical 

findings from the data analysis part of the research as key inputs. This can help 

students to prevent situations that affect their adaptation process and enhances 

their experience during their stay in Czech Republic. 

The Proposal is created based on critical incidents experienced by the students who 

studied in SAVS during the 2018 - winter and 2019- summer semesters. Data was 

collected from 23 students with the help of CIT technique, as mentioned in the 

chapter 2 and it was then processed by categorizing them under clusters as 

described in chapter 3 with the help of culture theories introduced by culture experts 

like Richard Lewis and Geert Hofstede. The processes related to drafting of training 

material will be discussed in detail under this chapter. 

 
When drafting proposal for the international office at SAVS, optimum flow and 

consistency to be maintained from the beginning till the end. The new proposals 

when implemented should not make the students and the staff at international office 

to feel overwhelmed or confused due to the complex structure that makes them 

difficult to cope up with the adaptation process. From the data analysis section, it is 

evident from the fact that there are certain patterns found among critical incidents 

with similar characteristics, which are then categorized under clusters. Critical 

clusters with most number of responses to be addressed with high importance and 

the clusters with lowest number of responses to be prioritized as least important. 

Newly proposed structure should accommodate the above-mentioned fact of 

developing new initiatives on top of the existing modules to give a better picture of 

the overall adaptation process. After introducing the upgraded adaptation module in 

the upcoming semesters, expected outcome would be increased quality of stay 

experienced by new students compared to the old students (WS-2018 and SS-

2019). Thus, further scope of this research is identified here. 

 
 

Proposals are drafted with the most important cultures taken into consideration as 

suggested in the previous section. Initiatives to overcome the barriers caused by 
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language issues, lack of knowledge of other culture among participating students, 

cultural differences influenced by local standards are address as key issues while 

drafting the proposals. 

 

 Proposals to update the existing module based on the findings are as follows, 

 

Prior to arrival 

 New tool to track the application process directly by the students - This 

requires international office to constantly update the students application 

status and information to be made available for disposal. 

 Request may be passed to partner organizations to conduct a preliminary 

workshop for the students in their home universities to give a heads up on 

what to expect from the exchange program 

 Handouts (e.g. First step brochure) to be updated with current information – 

Annex no. 2. 

 Information related to local standards like services offered at post office, 

processes related to sending and receiving parcels, buying a ride ticket in the 

local transportation system to be included in the handouts. 

On arrival 

 If possible Czech interpretation assistance to be provided in situations like 

opening a new bank account, post office related errands, visa related 

assistance at ministry of internal affairs, finding accommodation, setting up 

data connection (Wi-Fi), etc. List of places where students can get things 

done by communicating in English to be attached to the revised version of 

handout. 

 Culture scale test (Annex no. 3) with focus on intercultural competence to 

make the students aware of their level of knowledge about other cultures, this 

should be conducted during the orientation week – to be customized with 

data relevant to participating student national culture profiles. 

 Workshop about Czech culture with the help Hofstede 6-D model. 

Participants cultures to be compared and key differences are to be pointed 

out – i.e., areas most prone to create misunderstanding within the group 
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 Cross-cultural trainings to be provided by international office to departments 

that are in direct contact with the students e.g. Study affairs department. The 

content should focus on avoiding misconceptions that may happen due to the 

cultural differences. 

 During the international dinners, International office staff to volunteer and ask 

students if they have any dietary restrictions like Kosher, Halal, allergies, etc. 

Should there be any students who has those restrictions they are to be 

informed prior about the restricted contents in the food. 

 Students should be informed about the strong sense of individualism 

associated with the Czech culture; students may encounter events where the 

locals may refuse a student offering to help with a genuine intention. 

 Students (especially students from Africa) should be informed about things 

to be kept in mind when travelling in the interior parts of the country, where 

some of the residents may have never come across a person with a darker 

skin complexion 

 The students should be informed about taking precautions when they are 

travelling alone in the country and to be informed about areas that prone to 

cause threat to their safety 

 Students to be consulted about their expectations and preferences before 

planning the tours to other parts of the country (e.g., Trip to Liberec) 

 Outdoor activity like camping in the woods with opportunity to stay overnight 

to be considered as it may provide a chance for students to get to know each 

other better than in the conventional university set-up. 

 Testimonials in the form of videos can be collected from the previous 

students and played to the incoming students during the orientation program 

Nearing the end of the programme 
 

 Feedback to be collected at least twice during their study to track their 

experience to get deeper insights about the adaptation process. This will help 

the international office to avoid problems in the future, that are faced by 

current students 
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 One more feedback round might be considered after students return to their 

home universities (perhaps after certain period of time when impressions are 

being processed and digested) 
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6 Conclusion 

 

The main aim of this thesis was to focus on cultural adaptation process of incoming 

students via Erasmus program to Škoda Auto University, It intended to find out how 

well the students travelling from different parts of the world for the purpose of study 

adapt to the local conditions. For this purpose, a study on critical incidents students 

encountered during their stay was conducted in SAVS with the help of 

questionnaires, surveys and personal interviews. Based the findings, proposals 

were formulated with recommendations to improve the current situation 

 

The students who arrived to the institution start uninformed, in most cases very few 

of them attended orientation courses in their home universities. Everything around 

them was new and the stages of culture shock approach them one by one once they 

started adapting to the local ecosystem. It is evident that critical incidents 

experienced by the students at SAVS have drawn a significant influence from the 

intercultural differences related to cultural encounters influenced mostly by 

communication & language barriers, religious differences and adherence to local 

standards. Hence, visiting students required individual approach and perhaps the 

existing module with improvisations (proposals) along with an active buddy system 

could be the best solution to address the issues. 

 

With the help of the study results and recommendations, the future students with 

the assistance of international office may easily cope up with the local conditions 

and be able to understand the reasons behind the actions and reactions of the 

local/host culture-people. This will help them to understand the Czech culture so 

they will have a pleasant experience during their stay in the country and this 

experience will make them aware of things to expect in their futre ventures abroad. 
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Appendix No. 1 Critical incident form 

Source: Sieglová, D. 2018. Course: Module 1 – LS 2019. Critical incident form. 

www.savs.moodle.cz 
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Appendix No. 2  First steps brochure 
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Appendix No. 3 Culture scale test 

Arrange the cultures in the scales below and explain the reason behind. 

Cultures:  German, Czech, Italian, Russian, Slovakian & Turkish 

Power distance  

Index       Hierarchical          Egalitarian 

 

Individualism vs 

Collectivism       Individualistic             Collectivistic 

 

Masculinity vs  

Femininity        Masculinity                 Femininity 

 

Long-term vs  

Short-term        Long-term                          Short-term 

Orientation 

 

Uncertainty  

Avoidance       High                       Low  

Index 

 

Restraint vs 

Indulgence       Restraint                    Indulgent
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